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Submission content: Dear Commission, Thank you for requesting
information from the community. Some of the items my family and local
community group believe to be important include the following: 1)
Environment and open space are very important and need urgent to
protect. These items are particularly important factors: - Sustainability
of the city we live - Increases of good environmentally valuable open
space - Protection of Biodiversity of nature - Increase of tree canopy
(particularly to help temperature control) - Improvement of the cities
liveability and quality of life - Provide appropriate and local
environmental offsets within the Western Sydney area. It is large areas
such as the Western Sydney Parklands which is a very valuable site
which has is finally being invested into but it is also smaller sites that
are under threat and need more urgent protection. Interestingly this
week a Development Application for 30 houses is proposed for land on
Denis Winston Drive, Doonside (See Blacktown council DA -16-03483)
where hundreds of Cumberland Plain Woodlands and threatened
species exist is at threat. The commission needs to consider the
protection of good quality environmental land within urban areas
especially with the large amount of development that has occurred in
the Blacktown council area over the years and the many DA's which
are proposed for the city. Many of the residence believe that there is an



opportunity for the land to be purchased as an environmental offset
(e.g. Western Sydney Airport funds for offsets) off the developer. 2)
Infrastructure and innovative ways of moving around the city: Given
billions of dollars are spent on infrastructure projects such as roads the
public sector needs to work smarter at time on reducing costs and car
dependence. Some ways could include: - Setting up a decent fund and
good regulations around car pooling and public transport on demand.
Just think how far $100 million could go on moving people around the
city in car pooling where people feel safe, part of the community and
getting to destinations faster (as less 1 person only cars) and great for
the environment. Of course there could be public and private sector
partnerships to assist making things happen in a fair and safe matter. -
Look at other cities transport and not necessary copy but adapt. For
instance in parts of the United Kingdom you can get in a black cab with
other people who share the cost. While companies such as Uber may
adopt a similar practice the lack of government involvement in the way
taxies and Uber has operated has been relatively poor and really put
off both parties. Governments could offer registration of commuters for
safety to reduced tolls and car registration. However it will take some
smart thinking to see how drivers are paid and commuters are ranked
or scored to set compliance standards etc. - If good carpooling
occurred this may mean commuter carparks built that may need to be
at different hubs around the city. - If the aim is to live and work within
30 minutes multiple things need to occur with employers. There seems
to be options for some of us to work in a main office (over 1 hour away)
or even work from home. However there is no viable and culturally
accepted shared office alternative. Places like WeWork and the like
seem to be approaching the market. It will be good government to
allow these alternatives to occur that will really assist making the 30
minute commute a reality. - Train transport within Sydney seems a
good way to transport substantial amounts of people through the city.
However even this can be greatly improved so that those on the train
do not feel like ants or numbers which clock on and off using Opal
cards. Things to consider: a) Number of carriages to those using the



train so that people have a seat if traveling more than 15 minutes. b)
Electronic signage is improved within each carriage (overseas trains
are far superior in some countries to assist passengers) c)
Improvements of car parking around stations and lift access for all
Sydney stations should be carried out asap. 3) Housing Affordability
and marketing of the areas some people do not know. As a person
who grow up on the Northern Beaches and now live in the Western
suburbs I can now appreciate the benefits of the West that I could not
growing up. It will take planners to make smart decisions around
keeping beautiful things in the West like native bushland and great
communities with services and connections into the city that will help.
Possible solutions could include: - Working with real estate agents and
websites to market areas and services that are considered good
liveability and sustainable - Canvasing people in different communities
to see their views on different types of housing styles. For instance
would anyone be prepared to establish a tiny house estate that was not
like a ghetto but a nice, safe and cheap area to live. Other things such
as different creative grants for home owners, keeping older people who
want to be in their homes (due to moving costs), and even different
finance structures. We hope you will take the above feedback into
consideration to make Sydney a great place to live now and for future
generations. If the commission wishes to discuss any of the above
further please get in contact.
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